
Today IT Infrastructure has become the corner stone of digital business, the Covid-19 crisis is a good 
illustration of such statement. During the last few months the world has been forced to change its 
workstyle; making remote working a norm and conditioning our ability to connect our colleagues, 
friends, families to the stability and performance of the IT infrastructure we use every day (without 
even thinking about it). With IT infrastructure under spotlights, Infrastructure Operations are under 
unprecedented pressure, and workforce-based model are facing obvious limits. 

As Infrastructure automation and smart operation market are now ready to support IT 
operations, will this crisis trigger the major change expected for years in this field?  

IT Operations are ready 
for the hyperautomation 
shift





IT Operations are facing their limits 
The complexity has increased this last 10 years, IT infrastructure broke free from the data center walls. 

IT infrastructure has become complex and integrates various forms: Virtualization, Hyperconvergence, Cloud platforms, Containers etc. 
The Manual work performed on IT Service Management tools in such environment creates incompressible delays in the treatment of all 
infrastructure tasks and IT operators are struggling to keep up the pace and stay in line with Business expectations. 
With massive Move to Cloud or IoT developments the rhythm of changes will probably continue to increase in the coming years.

The fuel of IT operations, Infrastructure Data, has drastically increased

The volume of data generated by IT systems, networks, sensors (IoT) and applications is exponentially growing. All combined, these data 
offer a lot of opportunities (events, metrics, …) but the efforts required to analyze such variety and volumes is too huge to be done manually.

In this context we clearly see the limits of the first generation of IT Operations Services. There is needs to fulfil, and it is why new 
monitoring tools are popping up in addition to new infrastructure platforms and technologies.

Indeed, new Infrastructure disciplines have emerged, leveraging an increasingly intensive use of technology to cope with the new deal 
of speed, criticality, and complexity of IT operations. These disciplines are gathered under several names AI (artificial intelligence) 
technologies in IT operations (AIOps), Infra-automation, SmartOps etc.) and rely on a smart combination of event management, 
automation,and analytics.

This new trend is reshaping all industries. When we think about windmills preventive maintenance, car factories robotics, road traffic 
optimization or insurance fraud detection, it is the same rational which is applied. 

Technology is currently reinventing Infrastructure Operations and offers outstanding opportunity for tangible business benefits in a short timeframe.

A massive and globalized trend on the market

The entire market is asking for new and better ways to manage IT infrastructure (reduce time to deliver software, detect incident 
before they happen, etc.)

• This year, Forrester reports that 56% of global infrastructure technology decision makers had implemented automation software 
or are in the process of doing so:
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• Financial services, Telco (telephone companies), online services and retailers for which infrastructure has always been a core part of their 
business are leading the pack, but all industries are concerned, and we see all types of customers starting to invest in this area.La résilience, 
un besoin pour tous

Facebook was among  the early adopters in 2014 when they changed their famous mantra “Move Fast and Break Things” into “Move 
Fast with Stable Infra”. The time has come for most of industries to adopt this new paradigm.

The market is much more mature today and major actors are ready to support transformation, offering technology-driven opportunities 
for Infrastructure Management.

Historical vendors have developed new capabilities:

BMC and VMware have developed their portfolio in this direction for years. RedHat acquired Ansible.Inc company in order to become a 
leader on infrastructure automation and ServiceNow acquired Loom in order to push further their Analytics capabilities.

New pure players have emerged, in several areas: 

• Splunk has started 14 years ago as “Search engine for log files” with a $6M investment. Today the company reaches a stock 
market value of more than $20B with a revenue of $1.8B a year. They of course  significantly extended, their capabilities along the 
way. If we look at the top 100 Fortune companies in the world, 90 of them are already Splunk customers.

• Similarly, Datadog, a SaaS-based data analytic monitoring platform founded in 2010 by two French engineers came to light in 
2019 with one of the highest IPO of the year.

•  Other tools such as Puppet or Chef are also winning market share thanks to their technological capabilities and strong 
communities.

Hyperscale Cloud Providers (AWS, Azure, GCP) are progressively including automation and AI-Ops by design in 
their online service catalog.

AWS with Cloudformation for infra as code, Cloudwatch for Cloud logs monitoring; Microsoft Azure with Azure resource manager for 
infra-automation and Azure Monitor for Monitoring. And GCP with Google Cloud Deployment Manager.

Managed Services Providers are including automation “by default” in their service offering

 
Automation & Analytics. 

For services such as service desks, intelligent automation tools (a combination of bots and analytics) can be up to 65% less expensive 
than offshore-based staff.

• For infrastructure, we are progressively moving from a 100% human monitoring activity (also called “eyes on glass”) towards a fully 
automated monitoring service (with automatic creation of incidents based on alerts).

•  From 2021, it is expected that the costs of commodity Infrastructure services will decline by 15% to 25% annually.

All customers should start to engage with their providers in establishing a joint strategy and roadmap in order to further develop such 
analytics and automation capabilities and reach a win-win situation.

Many Managed Service providers recognize that they 

cannot continue to simply add more resources in order to 

deal with the new challenges of IT operations. It is why they 

are investing heavily in Infrastructure
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Customer use case : Tangible results 

One of our customers in the Pharmaceutical industry has designed a complete Infrastructure Operations Transformation Strategy. Two 
main areas of investment were selected: Monitoring and Infrastructure automation. 

For monitoring they implemented advanced analytics, event correlation and auto-ticketing capabilities using Splunk platform. 

After many years using a heterogeneous monitoring solutions landscape, Splunk give them today the ability to capture and consolidate 
events coming from the entire Infrastructure ecosystem.

With Splunk Machine Learning algorithms, all the various events are automatically correlated to remove false positive and only maintain 
the event of the root-cause. Splunk then automatically generates an incident in ServiceNow and assigns the ticket to the proper support 
group for resolution. 

Within 12 months, these capabilities allowed the company to correlate 90% of infrastructure events and to create automatically 80% of 
infrastructure incidents tickets in ServiceNow. As a matter of comparison, the level of auto creation was at 40% in their previous model, 
where they had multiple infrastructure monitoring tools working in “silos”.

For Infrastructure automation they automated Infrastructure Service Request delivery and Incident resolution building a platform 
around an agentless automation technology for configuration management called Ansible: 

• Ansible playbooks execute tasks on the infrastructure targets. A playbook is a configuration file written in YAML that provides 
instructions for what needs to be done. 

•  AWX (Open source version of the redhat project Ansible Tower) allows the management of workflows based on Ansible playbooks.

•  Terraform supports the infrastructure deployment service. It is used to manage public cloud foundations and can be added to any 
end to end infrastructure or application deployment process.

•  Gitlab stores and manage the source code for playbooks and Terraform scripts.
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This platform has been plugged to ServiceNow in order to automate the delivery of standard Service Requests that were so far triggered 
manually by infrastructure agents. Within 12 months, 83 standard infrastructure changes and service requests have been automated.

Today a ticket can be automatically created by Splunk in ServiceNow and managed without any human intervention via the ATMOS 
platform. It is a major achievement in terms of infrastructure management efficiency and  Operational excellence.

Once live the full solution driven by Splunk started to reveal all its potential:

• Recognizing the patterns associated with the most common incidents.

•  Learning how to automatically reproduce the actions performed manually by IT operators.

•  Auto resolving the incidents by itself.

Within 12 months, 30 % of incidents were auto healed, leading to tremendous improvements in the Service Level Metrics.

Below the Waterline

Of course, most of the technical topics mentioned are the 

“tip of the iceberg” of any Infrastructure Management 

Transformation Program.

 Non-technical challenges, such as organizational changes, 

job & skills impact are also critical dimension to consider 

and might make the difference in the success of such 

initiatives.

In the context of our pharmaceutical customer, these challenges have been tackled thanks to 3 key success factors:

• The setup of an overarching Upskilling program, focusing on Service Management skills including a track on Infrastructure 
automation and how this could be addressed and driven as part of an effective Service Management Governance.

• A huge effort on Infrastructure standardization, process improvements and IT4IT data management. 

• The Program was co-managed by the customer and the Infrastructure Managed Services Partner, leveraging on this latter for 
technical expertise and architecture enablement. This co-management approach allowed our customer to focus on use-case 
selection, prioritization, and internal change management.

This initiative has been the foundation of a hyperautomation shift, and thanks to continuous improvement and adhoc projects these 
assets will surely continue to deeply revolutionize the Infrastructure Management. 

BearingPoint IT Strategy team
Clément Sauzade, Paul Monnier, Quentin Meunier  
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BearingPoint est un cabinet de conseil en management et technologie indépendant aux 
racines européennes et à la couverture mondiale.

Le cabinet est structuré autour de trois entités.  La première couvre les activités de 
conseil en mettant clairement l’accent sur les domaines d’expertises clés du cabinet à 
développer dans le monde entier. La deuxième fournit des solutions technologiques 
avancées combinant conseil et logiciel, et offre des services gérés à forte valeur ajoutée 
aux clients. La troisième se concentre sur des investissements innovants ; par exemple 
dans des solutions logicielles très spécifiques permettant de répondre aux exigences 
réglementaires ou d’accompagner la transformation numérique. Elle a également pour 
vocation d’explorer des business models innovants avec les clients et les partenaires, en 
favorisant la création d’écosystèmes, le financement et le développement de start-ups.

BearingPoint compte parmi ses clients les plus grandes organisations mondiales 
publiques et privées; fort d’un réseau international de plus de 10 000 collaborateurs, 
BearingPoint accompagne ses clients dans plus de 75 pays et les aide à obtenir des 
résultats mesurables et durables.

Pour plus d’informations :
Site web: www.bearingpoint.com/fr-fr
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/bearingpoint
Twitter: @BearingPoint_FR

www.bearingpoint.com
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